






EXHIBIT A 

WHALERS' ISLAND HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION 

Prototypical Design Guidelines for HVAC and Whole House Generator Projects 
(Created on November 29, 2022) 

The following conditions apply to HVAC and whole house generator projects in the Whalers' Island 
Planned Development: 

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 

1. Large components such as condensers, heat pumps and generators located outside the
house or garage shall be installed at ground level on a concrete pad. Such components must
be located in side yards or courtyards behind a fence unless it is impossible to meet setback
requirements in these locations. The board may approve location exceptions as described
below.

2. The operating noise level of outside components shall not exceed 66 decibels.
3. Whole house generators must be powered by solar power or natural gas. Whole house

generators may not be powered by gasoline or gas from a propane tank. Large stationary
propane tanks may not be installed on lots. This does not apply to small portable generators
that can be stored inside a garage.

4. Outside components must be setback at least five feet from side fences and lot boundary
lines. Components must not block walkways from the front to the rear of lots.

5. Outside components must not be visible from street or water views unless the board
approves a location exception. Components attached to side walls must be behind a fence
and the top of the component shall not be higher than five feet above ground.

6. Outside conduit attached to rooftops or side walls must have a color closely matching the
adjacent surface. Wires and cables should be located inside attics, crawl spaces and garages
whenever possible.

7. Generators may not be located in front yards or waterfront rear yards. Except as approved by
the Whalers' Island HOA and indicated in the HOA approval letter.

8. The condenser must be positioned as close as possible to the inner edge of the flat roof to
minimize visibility from ground level. If the condenser is visible from ground level then it shall
be surrounded by a lattice enclosure painted to match the color of the roof shakes.
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